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High-performance telecentric illuminators

LTCLHP series

LTCLHP series are high-performance telecentric illuminators 
specifically designed to back illuminate objects imaged by telecentric 
lenses. This high performance series provides:

• Excellent illumination stability featuring no light flickering thanks
 to very high current stability over time even at low currents.
• Precise light intensity tuning thanks to the leadscrew multi-turn
 trimmer positioned in the back.
• Easy LED source replacement and alignment for all the LED colors
 offered by Opto Engineering®.

K E Y  A D V A N T A G E S

Complete light coupling
All the light emitted by a LTCLHP source is collected by a telecentric 
lens and transferred to the camera detector, ensuring very high 
signal-to-noise ratios.

Border effects removal
Diffused back-illuminators often make objects seem smaller than 
their actual size because of light reflections on the object sides, 
while collimated rays are typically much less reflected.

Field depth and telecentricity improvement
Collimated illumination geometry increases a telecentric lens natural 
field depth and telecentricity far beyond its nominal specs.

Homogeneity test report with measured values.

LED ILLUMINATORS TELECENTRIC LIGHTS

 SEE ALSO

TCBENCH series p. 40

FULL RANGE OF COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

CMHO series p. 222

LTDV1CH-17V strobe controller p. 250

NEW

LTCLHP series is now also available with new LTSCHP1W-GZ green light source, suitable 
for any kind of sample and specifically tailored for measuring reflective objects and objects 
with sharp edges.

KEY FEATURES

• Reduction of edge diffraction effects

• Enhanced illumination uniformity, 
 especially on large FOVs

• Less sensitive to alignment

Ordering information
To order a telecentric light with a new green light source, 
use p/n LTCLHPxxx-GZ (i.e. LTCLHP064-GZ).
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Easy and precise alignment 
with bi-telecentric lenses
Create the perfect optical bench for 
precision measurement applications 
by interfacing our bi-telecentric lenses 
and LTCLHP collimated illuminators 
using Opto Engineering® precision 
clamping mechanics CMHO series.

1 Tolerance ± 10%.
2 Used in continuous (not pulsed) mode.
3  At max forward current. Tolerance is ±0.06V on forward voltage measurements.

Light Device power ratings LED power ratings
Part number Light color, wavelength peak DC voltage  Power consumption Max LED fwd current Forward voltage Max pulse current

min max typical max

(V) (V) (W) (mA) (V) (V) (mA)

 1 2 3 4

LTCLHP xxx-R red, 630 nm 12 24 < 2.5 350 2.4 3.00 2000

LTCLHP xxx-G green, 520 nm 12 24 < 2.5 350 3.3 4.00 2000

LTCLHP xxx-B blue, 460 nm 12 24 < 2.5 350 3.3 4.00 2000

LTCLHP xxx-W white 12 24 < 2.5 350 2.78 n.a. 2000

4  At pulse width <= 10 ms, duty cycle <= 10% condition. 
 Built-in electronics board must be bypassed (see tech info online).

Wide selection of different colors

Precise light intensity tuning
Easily and precisely tune the light 
intensity level thanks to the leadscrew 
multi-turn trimmer positioned in the 
back.

LTCLHP telecentric illuminators offer higher edge contrast when compared to diffused back light illuminators and therefore higher 
measurement accuracy.

This type of illumination is especially recommended for high accuracy measurement of round or cylindrical parts where diffusive back 
lighting would offer poor performances because of the diffuse reflections coming from the edges of objects under inspection.

Direct LED control
The built-in electronics can be 
bypassed in order to drive the LED 
directly for use in continuous or 
pulsed mode.
When bypassed, the built-in 
electronics behaves as an open circuit 
allowing for direct control of the LED 
source.

(*) The last digit of the part number “-x” defines the source colour.

1 Opto Engineering® recommends green light 
 for high precision measurement applications.

Available colours Optical specs Mechanical specs Compatibility
Part Beam R G B W Working Length Outer
number (*) diameter distance range diameter

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 2

LTCLHP 023-x 16 x x x x 45 ~ 90 96.8 28 TC2300y, TC23012, TC4M00y-x

LTCLHP 016-x  20 x x x x 35 ~ 70 99.9 38 TCxx016, TC12M016-F, TCxMHR016-x, TCLWD series

LTCLHP 024-x 30 x x x x 45 ~ 90 124.7 44 TCxx024, TCxMHR024-x, TC12M024-F, TC16M009-x, 
TC16M012-x, TC16M018-x

LTCLHP 036-x  45 x x x x 70 ~ 140 152.1 61 TCxx036, TC12M036-F, TCxMHR036-x, TC16M036-x

LTCLHP 048-x 60 x x x x 90 ~ 180 187.2 75 TCxx048, TC12M048-F, TCCRxx048, TCxMHR048-x, TC16M048-x

LTCLHP 056-x  70 x x x x 100 ~ 200 210.5 80 TCxx056, TC12M056-F, TCCRxx056, TCxMHR056-x, TC16M056-x

LTCLHP 064-x 80 x x x x 120 ~ 240 231.6 100 TCxx064, TCCRxx064, TCxMHR064-x, TC16M064-x, 
TC12M064-F, TC12K064

LTCLHP 080-x  100 x x x x 150 ~ 300 277.2 116 TCxx064, TCCRxx064, TCxMHR064-x, TC16M064-x, 
TC12M064-F, TC12K064

LTCLHP 096-x 120 x x x x 200 ~ 350 322.2 143 TC23085, TCxx096, TCCRxx096, TCxMHR096-x, 
TC12M096-F, TC16M096-x

LTCLHP 120-x 150 x x x 220 ~ 440 408.2 180 TC23110, TCxx120, TCxMHR120-x, TC16M120-x, 
TC12M120-F, TC12K121

LTCLHP 144-x 180 x x 270 ~ 540 467.2 200 TC23130, TCxx144, TCCP12144, TCCPxMHR144, TCxMHR144-x, 
TC16M144-x, TC12M120-F, TC12K144

LTCLHP 192-x  250 x x x 350 ~ 700 608.2 260 TC23172, TCxx192, TCCP12192, TCCPxMHR192, 
TCxMHR192-x, TC12K192

LTCLHP 240-x 300 x x 350 ~ 700 769.2 322 TC23200, TC23240, TCxMHR240-x, TC12M240-F

2 Nominal value, with no spacers in place.
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K E Y  A D V A N T A G E S

Deliver excellent performance
LTCLHP CORE telecentric illuminators deliver exactly the same 
excellent optical performance as other Opto Engineering® 
telecentric illuminators.

Downsize your vision system
LTCLHP CORE telecentric illuminators are up to 60% smaller than 
other telecentric illuminators on the market. 

Easily fit into existing systems 
LTCLHP CORE illuminators can be mounted in different directions 
in your machine.

Improve your system performance
LTCLHP CORE illuminators may be used instead of flat backlights to 
improve your system. 

Help to spare and sell 
A smaller system means less expenses and less space and is 
preferred by the industry.

Homogeneity test report with measured values.

Ultra compact telecentric illuminators 

LTCLHP CORE series

LTCLHP CORE Series are ultra compact telecentric illuminators. 
They are up to 60% more compact than other collimated illuminators 
on the market.
The ultra compact size allows you to greatly reduce the size of 
your machine and to easily integrate true collimated illumination 
instead of common flat backlights, thus improving your system’s 
performance.
The smart design also makes them easy to retrofit into existing 
systems. They can easily be mounted in different directions using 
any of their 4 sides, with or without clamps.

A smaller system means lower manufacturing, shipping and storage 
costs, as well as less use of factory space and is the solution 
preferred by the industry.
LTCLHP CORE illuminators can be used both with classic telecentric 
lenses and with ultra compact telecentric lenses from CORE family 
like TC CORE, TC2MHR CORE and TC4MHR CORE series.

NEW

LTCLHP CORE series is now also available with new LTSCHP1W-GZ green light source, 
suitable for any kind of sample and specifically tailored for measuring reflective objects 
and objects with sharp edges.

KEY FEATURES

• Reduction of edge diffraction effects

• Enhanced illumination uniformity, 
 especially on large FOVs

• Less sensitive to alignment

Ordering information
To order a telecentric light with a new green light source, 
use p/n LTCLCRxxx-GZ (i.e. LTCLCR064-GZ).

LED ILLUMINATORS TELECENTRIC LIGHTS
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Precise light intensity tuning
Easily and precisely tune the light 
intensity level thanks to the leadscrew 
multi-turn trimmer positioned in the 
back.

Direct LED control
The built-in electronics can be 
bypassed in order to drive the 
LED directly for use in continuous 
or pulsed mode. When bypassed, 
the built-in electronics behaves as 
an open circuit allowing for direct 
control of the LED source.

1 Tolerance ± 10%.
2 Used in continuous (not pulsed) mode.
3  At max forward current. Tolerance is ±0.06V on forward voltage measurements.

Light Device power ratings LED power ratings
Part number Light color, wavelength peak DC voltage  Power consumption Max LED fwd current Forward voltage Max pulse current

min max typical max

(V) (V) (W) (mA) (V) (V) (mA)

 1 2 3 4

LTCLCR xxx-R red, 630 nm 12 24 < 2.5 350 2.4 3.00 2000

LTCLCR xxx-G green, 520 nm 12 24 < 2.5 350 3.3 4.00 2000

LTCLCR xxx-W white 12 24 < 2.5 350 2.78 n.a. 2000

4  At pulse width <= 10 ms, duty cycle <= 10% condition. 
 Built-in electronics board must be bypassed (see tech info online).

SEE ALSO

TC series p. 18

FULL RANGE OF COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

Mounting mechanics CMHO CR 
and CMPT CR series

p. 222

LTDV1CH-17V strobe controller p. 250

LTCLHP CORE telecentric illuminators are up to 60% shorter than other telecentric 
illuminators on the market.
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Ultra compact telecentric illuminators 

LTCLHP CORE series

LTCLHP CORE - True collimated illumination in very limited space

Telecentric lens and collimated illuminator.

Limited space

A standard collimated illuminator 
is impossible to use due to lack 
of space.

Classic solution with diffuse 
backlight: less precise measurements 
due to surface eflections 
and uncertain edge position.

Smart solution with LTCLHP CORE 
telecentric illuminator: 
no edge uncertainty for excellent 
measurement results.

The smartest solution 
with TC CORE telecentric lens 
and LTCLHP CORE telecentric 
illuminator: excellent measurement 
results in a super compact space.

“Classic”  telecentric lens and flat backlight.

“Classic”  telecentric lens and LTCLHP CORE 
collimated illuminator.

TC CORE telecentric lens and LTCLHP CORE 
collimated illuminator.

LED ILLUMINATORS TELECENTRIC LIGHTS
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1 Opto Engineering® recommends green light 
 for high precision measurement applications.

LTCLHP CORE illuminator dimensions (A, B, C): Minimum beam shape dimensions:

2 Nominal value, with no spacers in place.

A

C

B

x
x

Ø

Optical specifications Dimensions Compatibility
Part number Light color, Minimum beam Working

wavelength shape distance
peak dimensions range

(mm) (mm) (mm)

1 A B     C  2

LTCLCR 048-R red, 630 nm Ø = 56; x = 50 90 - 180 77 106 162
TCCRxx048, CMHOCR048, CMPTCR048, TCCRxM048-x, TCxx048, 
TCxMHR048-x, TC12M048-F, TC16M048, TC16M048-QLTCLCR 048-G green, 520 nm Ø = 56; x = 50 90 - 180 77 106 162

LTCLCR 048-W white Ø = 56; x = 50 90 - 180 77 106 162

LTCLCR 056-R red, 630 nm Ø = 74; x = 66 100 - 200 94 110 172
TCCRxx056, CMHOCR056, CMPTCR056, TCCRxM056-x, TCxx056, 
TCxMHR056-x, TC12M056-F, TC16M056, TC16M056-QLTCLCR 056-G green, 520 nm Ø = 74; x = 66 100 - 200 94 110 172

LTCLCR 056-W white Ø = 74; x = 66 100 - 200 94 110 172

LTCLCR 064-R red, 630 nm Ø = 86; x = 67 120 - 240 101 122 179
TCCRxx064, CMHOCR064, CMPTCR064, TCCRxM064-x, TCxx064, 
TCxMHR0564-x, TC12M064-F, TC16M064, TC16M064-Q, TC12K064LTCLCR 064-G green, 520 nm Ø = 86; x = 67 120 - 240 101 122 179

LTCLCR 064-W white Ø = 86; x = 67 120 - 240 101 122 179

LTCLCR 080-R red, 630 nm Ø = 98; x = 90 150 - 300 119 145 198 TCCRxx080, CMHOCR080, CMPTCR080, TCCRxM080-x, TCxx080, 
TCxMHR080x, TC12M080-F, TC16M080, TC16M080-Q, TC12K080, 
TCZR072S

LTCLCR 080-G green, 520 nm Ø = 98; x = 90 150 - 300 119 145 198

LTCLCR 080-W white Ø = 98; x = 90 150 - 300 119 145 198

LTCLCR 096-R red, 630 nm Ø = 120; x = 99 200 - 350 139 172 223
TCCRxx096, CMHOCR096, CMPTCR096, TCCRxM096-x, TCxx096, 
TCxMHR096x, TC12M096-F, TC16M096, TC16M096-Q, TC12K096LTCLCR 096-G green, 520 nm Ø = 120; x = 99 200 - 350 139 172 223

LTCLCR 096-W white Ø = 120; x = 99 200 - 350 139 172 223

LTCLCR 120-R red, 630 nm Ø = 120; x = 99 220 - 440 182 220 231
TCCRxx0120, TCCRxM0120-x, TCxx0120, TCxMHR0120x, TC12M120-F, 
TC16M0120, TC16M0120-Q, TC12K0120LTCLCR 120-G green, 520 nm Ø = 120; x = 99 220 - 440 182 220 231

LTCLCR 120-W white Ø = 156; x = 130 220 - 440 182 220 231
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LTCLHP CORE PLUS telecentric illuminators are designed to 
illuminate large areas in a reduced space. They are up to 40% 
shorter than other telecentric lights on the market.
The length and working distance of a telecentric lens strongly impact 
the size of a vision system. Their working distance range has been
optimized to make a measuremenzt system as compact as possible, 
allowing to reduce the overall system’s dimensions by up to up to
half. The super compact form factor allows you to easily integrate 
CORE PLUS collimated illumination where classic telecentric lights 
don’t fit instead of common diffuse backlights, thus improving your 
system’s performance.
LTCLHP CORE PLUS lights have been designed for smart integration. 
They feature a built-in mounting flange and standard extruded 
aluminum T-slot profiles so no additional mounting clamps are 
required.

K E Y  A D V A N T A G E S

Large illumination area in a super compact form factor
LTCLHP CORE PLUS are up to 40% shorter than other telecentric 
lights on the market.

Reduce the size of your vision system
The working distance of LTCLHP CORE PLUS telecentric illuminators 
has been optimized to reduce the overall system’s footprint.

Boost your measurement system’s performance
LTCLHP CORE PLUS illuminators may be used in place of flat 
backlights to improve your system’s performance.

Smart integration
LTCLHP CORE PLUS illuminators integrate a mounting flange and 
standard extruded aluminum T-slot profiles for easy mounting 
without additional clamps.

System compactness is a competitive advantage 
A smaller vision system or measurement machine is preferred by 
the industry.

ADVANTAGES

Save more

• Lower manufacturing cost due to less material employed

• Cost of mounting is reduced as no addictional clamps are needed

• Less space required for storage and use

• Lower shipment expenses due to smaller size

• Lower transportation risks

Sell more

• A smaller system leads to more sales

Space-saving telecentric illuminators for large FOV systems

LTCLHP CORE PLUS series

SEE ALSO

Flat backlights LT2BP, LTBC, LTBP series p. 162-168

SEE ALSO

TC CORE PLUS series telecentric lenses p. 24

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

LTDV1CH-17V strobe controller p. 250

Comparison of precision measurement systems with “classic” telecentric lens 
and light vs. CORE PLUS telecentric lens and light.

System compactness is a competitive advantage

LED ILLUMINATORS TELECENTRIC LIGHTS
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Optical specifications Electrical specifications Mechanical specifications

Part number Light color, Minimum Working Device power rating LED power ratings Dimensions

wavelength beam distance DC voltage  Power Max LED Forward Max
peak shape range cons. fwd voltage pulse

dimensions current current
min max typical max

(mm x mm) (mm) (V) (V) (W) (mA) (V) (V) (mA) (mm)
A B C  

1 2 3 4 5 6               7 8 9 10

LTCLCP 144-G green, 520 nm 190 x 150 170 - 350 12 24 < 2.5 350 3.3 4 2000 332.0 302.5 310.5

LTCLCP 192-G green, 520 nm 245 x 190 230 - 450 12 24 < 2.5 350 3.3 4 2000 410.4 344.1 359.3

1 Opto Engineering® recommends green light for high precision measurement applications.
2  Beam shape is not circular. 
3  Working distance: distance between the front end of the mechanics and the object. 
 Set this distance within +/- 5% of the nominal value for maximum resolution 
 and minimum distortion.
4  Tolerance ± 10%.
5  Used in continuous (not pulsed) mode.

6  At max forward current.
7  Tolerance is ±0.06V on forward voltage measurements.
8  At pulse width <= 10 ms, duty cycle <= 10% condition. 
 Built-in electronics board must be bypassed (see tech info).
9  Maximum dimension of the clamping flange.
10 Nominal value, with no spacers in place.

Integrated extruded aluminum profiles with M5 T-slot nuts 
allow for easy and cost-effective mounting.

The width of the beam rectangle is aligned along the A axis.  
The height of the beam rectangle is aligned along the B axis.

LTCLHP CORE PLUS telecentric illuminator.

LTCLHP CORE PLUS telecentric illuminator.

A, B an C indicate the mechanical 
dimensions of the illuminator.

Setup instructions 1:
To build a telecentric measurement setup it’s necessary to position 
a LTCLHP CORE telecentric illuminator upside down with respect to 
the TC CORE PLUS telecentric lens.

Setup instructions 2:
LTCLHP CORE PLUS telecentric illuminator is also a perfect solution 
when coupled with classic telecentric lenses (e.g. TC series).

TC CORE PLUS telecentric lens.

TC telecentric lens.

A

H

Image rectangle
W x H

W

B

A

C

B
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Flat telecentric illuminators for linescan cameras

LTCL4K series

LTCL4K telecentric illuminators are specifically designed to be 
paired with TC4K telecentric lenses, in order to provide the high 
optical throughput needed for high-speed linescan measurement 
applications involving for instance steering components, gear and 
cam shafts, grinding and turning parts.
These illuminators are equipped with state-of-the-art LED driving 
electronics, providing exceptional illumination stability, precise light 

K E Y  A D V A N T A G E S

Compact design
“Flat” shape for easy integration.

High optical throughput and enhanced field depth
When coupled with compatible TC4K telecentric lenses.

Dedicated CMMR4K mirrors
Right-angle deflection of the light path for usage in tight spaces. 

Homogeneity test report with measured values.

intensity tuning and easy replacement of the LED source. The unique 
“slim” form factor allows these units to be used in constrained 
spaces, often a critical factor in many industrial environments.
Also, CMMR4K right angle mirror attachments can be integrated to 
quickly assemble different illumination geometries, compatible with 
most types of inspection configurations.

A LTCL4K back-illuminating
a mechanical component 
and interfaced  to a TC4K 
telecentric lens.

Application examples

NEW

LTCL4K series is now also available with new LTSCHP1W-GZ green light source, 
suitable for any kind of sample and specifically tailored for measuring reflective objects 
and objects with sharp edges.

KEY FEATURES

• Reduction of edge diffraction effects

• Enhanced illumination uniformity, 
 especially on large FOVs

• Less sensitive to alignment

Ordering information
To order a telecentric light with a new green light source, 
use p/n LTCL4Kxxx-GZ (i.e. LTCL4K060-GZ).

LED ILLUMINATORS TELECENTRIC LIGHTS
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Optical specifications Mechanical specifications Compatibility
Part Light color, Beam width Beam height Working distance Length Width Height Compatible TC4K

number wavelength peak range

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

LTCL4K 060-G green, 520 nm 71 10 90 - 300 218.3 83 38.5 TC4K060-x

LTCL4K 060-W white 71 10 90 - 300 218.3 83 38.5 TC4K060-x

LTCL4K 090-G green, 520 nm 102 10 90 - 300 295.2 114 38.5 TC4K090-x

LTCL4K 090-W white 102 10 90 - 300 295.2 114 38.5 TC4K090-x

LTCL4K 120-G green, 520 nm 132 10 90 - 300 306.3 144 38.5 TC4K120-x

LTCL4K 120-W white 132 10 90 - 300 306.3 144 38.5 TC4K120-x

LTCL4K 180-G green, 520 nm 187 10 120 - 450 483.5 206 38.5 TC4K180-x

LTCL4K 180-W white 187 10 120 - 450 483.5 206 38.5 TC4K180-x

A LTCL4K illuminator coupled 
with a TC4K lens using 
a CMMR4K deflecting mirrors 
to scan samples on a glass 
surface.

Light Device power ratings LED power ratings
Part number Light color, wavelength peak DC voltage Power consumption Max LED fwd current Forward voltage Max pulse current

min max typical max

(V) (V) (W) (mA) (V) (V) (mA)

 1 2 3 4

LTCL4K xxx-G green, 520 nm 12 24 < 2.5 350 3.3 4.00 2000

LTCL4K xxx-W white 12 24 < 2.5 350 2.78 n.a. 2000

Electrical specifications

Precise light intensity tuning
Easily and precisely tune the light 
intensity level thanks to the leadscrew 
multi-turn trimmer positioned in the 
back.

1 Tolerance ± 10%.
2 Used in continuous (not pulsed) mode.
3  At max forward current. Tolerance is ±0.06V on forward voltage measurements.

4  At pulse width <= 10 ms, duty cycle <= 10% condition. 
 Built-in electronics board must be bypassed (see tech info online).

FULL RANGE OF COMPATIBLE IMAGING TELECENTRIC LENSES

TC4K series p. 68

FULL RANGE OF COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

CMMR4K series p. 230

LTDV1CH-17V strobe controller p. 250

Direct LED control
The built-in electronics can be 
bypassed in order to drive the 
LED directly for use in continuous 
or pulsed mode. When bypassed, 
the built-in electronics behaves as 
an open circuit allowing for direct 
control of the LED source.


